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Introducing CVA
• Collaborative Value Architectures
• A technique for
– integrating knowledge-based services &
products
– to create new value and
– potentially change the behaviour of the
consumer

• Of interest to
– Open Innovators
– Healthcare strategists
– Entrepreneurs interested in synergistic
business models via connective
technologies
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Influences
• Battle of Amiens, 8 August 1918
• Mobile internet + informatics + customer behavioural
models + “Long-Tail” business model strategies
• “Intersectional Innovation” Johanssen’s ‘Medici
Effect’ & systemic, reinforcing behavioural cycles
• Gloor’s COIN (Collaborative Innovation Networks)
• Chief Learning Officer ‘ Pfizer 2000-5: Pharmamatrix
operationalization of “Viagra” effect
• Business Week 2006 Innovation Survey & IBM CEO
Survey
• Head of Innovation Strategy @ Technology Strategy
Board 2008/9
• Sticky Organizations & Open Innovation
• Knowledge Anarchist decomposition of OI principles
• MSc Innovation & Knowledge Management @
Cranfield; Power House: Strategic Knowledge
Management – Insights, Practical Tools & Techniques*
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Innovation in a Cold Climate: Strawman Technology
Investment Framework -1
• Lifecycles on technologies and markets are shrinking (IBM 2006 Global
CEO Study)
– This means that the success formulae or business models based on
technologies require more frequent replacement.
– Effective ROI is going to involve innovating in products, services and business
models.
– Business model innovation is the emergent strategic differentiator .
– Fast growth in operating margins is significantly linked to high emphasis on
business model innovation.

• “You only have to look at Business Week’s list of the world’s most
innovative companies to take the point. Very few of them are researchintensive. Many of them have made their mark by taking other people’s
ideas, and using their own design and marketing flair to create entirely
new business models“(Richard Lambert, 2007)
– How good are you at “scouting” for ideas, technologies, emerging markets?
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Core Definition: SKM
• Strategic Knowledge
Management is the
deliberate, selective
manipulation of different
forms of knowledge to
create and implement
successful and
innovative strategies
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Listen To The Music
• We either innovate or we
die.
• Innovation is about
thinking differently to do
new things, and doing old
things in new ways to
create new value.
• Innovation is a social and
political act.
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Innovation Thinking Principles
Model
it

BREAK
Apply
it

Game
it
Learn
it

MOVE

• Remove any selfimposed rules,
apply those that
actually operate
(and change the
nature of the
game)

• M-1: Perspective
• M-2: Context
• M-3: Direction

TEST
Move
Test
Break

• Identify and test your
assumptions to see if
they are real (whether
they are rules or
assumptions)
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From “Power House – Strategic Knowledge Management insights
processes and techniques”

HOW KNOWLEDGE WORKS

Professor Victor Newman
knowledgeworks@aol.com
v.r.newman@gre.ac.uk
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Open Innovation

KNOWLEDGE ANARCHIST
DEVELOPMENT
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Open Innovation Basics
• You don’t have a monopoly on innovative ideas
• You cannot know everything, and you don’t need to!

• You don’t need to be able to do everything
yourself
• It can make sense to construct Collaborative Alliances with
complementary strengths.
• One day you may lead on an idea, on another day: you support someone
else’s idea.

• Effective ROI involves innovating in products,
services & business models (all 3)
• Whilst innovating at product or service level is useful, best returns involve
combining products and services within a powerful business model that can
operate globally.
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Game-Playing Continuum
Sticky Organisations
•
•
•
•
•

Corporatist, functional structure
Legacy technologies in decay
Default efficiency strategies
Slow to move
When to divest, outsource, acquire, buy a
technology, business model, service capability

No-Box-Thinking Collaboration
• Architecture of capabilities built around an
idea and an opportunity to create new
market value
• When to sell prototype
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4 aspirational success principles

Open Innovation Essential Principles

We see
opportunities & act
first

We work with great
ideas

We
rapidly construct robust
Collaborative Alliances

We create win-win
investment deals
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Open Innovation Styles
Price

• Band together to take out
customers from an existing stable
cartel by leveraging volume and
unique alliance capabilities

Differentiation

• Do something different in the market
• Introduce innovation from another
market context
• Exploit collaborators’ existing BM

New Value
Combinations

• Where complementary technologies can be aligned to build a
virtuous reinforcing loop for value
• Influenced by mobile phones’ convergence of technologies
and attempts to offer value-add services as products were
commoditised
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CVA: Immune System Decay
Health
Insurer

Value proposition:
ability to anticipate
and take out the social
& economic costs (and
emotional stress) of
immune system
collapse in key workers

Technology
pinch-point/
bottleneck

Mobile
Telecoms

Pharmaceutical
Suppliers

Tele
Diagnostics

General
Practitioners
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Telehealth OI-CVA

Haven’t got –
ability to modify
medical treatment
to minimise cost
and maximise
value

MOBILE TELECOMS

Haven’t got –
certainty of
survival or ability
to anticipate
illness and take
preventative
action. Also
haven’t got ability
to reassure their
employer as to
continued
employability.

Have – data on
how expensive
patient types are

HEALTH INSURERS

PATIENTS

Have –
Predisposition to
immune system
collapse

Have – Underutilised networks
able to relay and
aggregate
customer data
Haven’t got –
new family of
valuable
differentiated
transactions to
move up the value
ladder
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Have - Dedicated
budgets
Haven’t got –
ability to anticipate
immune system
decay that leads
to expensive
hospitalisation &
surgical
interventions:
administering
premedication

Have – products
and money for
research

PHARMA SUPPLIERS

Have –
Transdermal
diagnostic tools &
software
Haven’t got –
ability to connect
to access
sufficient numbers
of patients to get
decent ROI/
regulatory
environment to
show what they
can do

GENERAL PRACTITIONERS

TELEDIAGNOSTICS
INNOVATORS

Telehealth OI-CVA

Haven’t got –
realtime data
monitoring and
analysis around
key conditions
(premedication
oppy!)
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Safer driving – right by design
Incentivise great driving
Victor Newman and Jay Makwana

Issue – High human and financial cost of road
accidents
• UK : In 2009 (1) we had a total of 222,146
reported casualties of all severities
 2,222 people were killed
 24,690 were seriously injured
 195,234 were slightly injured.

• The estimated prevention value of £15.8b to the UK
economy includes the following:
 each fatal accident is £1,790,200
 each serious injury accident is £205,060
 each slight injury accident is £21,370

1. 2009 Department of Transport report
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Vision: Safer Driving – Right by Design.
• Provide financial incentives
• Reduce insurance premiums by
reducing numbers of accidents and
fatalities through integration of world
leading technologies and processes for
all drivers e.g. racing car team and
aircraft technologies

• Value for UK Gov - reduce current
cost of £ 15.8b to UK economy
• Value for insurance companies reduce compensation costs ~£10b
3Q 2010 AA -Young drivers are being hit with
the biggest premium increases. Over the past
12 months the average cost of insurance has
jumped by 51 per cent for those aged between
17 and 22. Current premiums at average of
£2800 pa for men and £1480 for women
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Change of Behaviours
• Critical mass – 20-40% incentivised adoption to make >70% impact on
system

•
•

 70-80% of accidents arise from avoidable human error
 20% of accidents have a mechanical link
1 in 3 male drivers aged
 Offer 30-50% reduction in premiums
between 17 and 20 years
• Up to £4500 over 3 years
crash in the first two
Create new/alternative experiences for drivers
years after passing their
 off-road and highly interactive technologies
test.
Gladwell philosophy of behavioural trends
Help reduce
accidents for
young and all
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Technology Integration Matrix

High impact

i-application
Road
tax/MOT/Insurance/servicing
and GPS

Low impact

Stand-alone

Low

Integration level

e.g. Google car
New automotive designed
insurance standard
established

High

Reduced premiums for drivers and increased societal benefits
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Young Drivers OI-CVA
Road traffic accidents in the
Member States of the European
Union annually claim about 43.000
lives and leave more than 1.8 million
people injured, representing
estimated costs of 160 billion euros

Value proposition:
ability to create an
insurance model that
reduces premiums for
drivers, funds research,
saves lives and reduces
accidents. Range of
innovations to offer
safer driving by design

Mobile
telecoms

Insurance

Healthcare
providers, road
network
engineers, &
academia

Telematics

Car industry
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Haven’t got –
ability to reduce
insurance costs,
actively participate
in reducing
accidents and
improve driver
experience

Have – data on
frequency,
demographics and
impact of accidents
Haven’t got –
ability to modify
driver behaviour
and car design etc
to maximise
customer impact
and gain longer
term revenues
from lives saved

MOBILE TELECOMS

Have – high
insurance
premiums, suffer
loss of loved ones,
injuries and time .
Young drivers have
a high desire to be
independent and
start driving as
early as possible

INSURERS

YOUNG DRIVERS &
FAMILIES

Young Drivers OI-CVA
Have – Underutilised networks
able to relay and
interact with car
driver systems and
Immediate pay as
you go systems
Haven’t got – links
with other
industries and
research to
integrate a variety
of solutions
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Have – budgets
and opportunity to
install technologies
during manufacture
Haven’t got –
public
endorsement and
pull for such
systems and link to
reduce insurance
costs

Have – budgets for
research, authority
to reduce
accidents and redirect funding
Haven’t got –
sufficient number
cross stakeholder
integrated
strategies to
address root
causes and
reduce accidents
and fatalities by
much higher
percentages i.e.
>10% pa

HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS,
ROAD NETWORK DESIGNERS &
ACADEMIA

Have –
technologies to
monitor and control
some driving
activities
Haven’t got –
uptake and political
backing to address
car lobby and
perceptions

CAR MANUFACTURERS

TELEMATICS INNOVATORS

Young Drivers OI-CVA
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Bayer & Diabetes
http://www.bayerdiabetes.co.uk/sections/products-for-my-diabetes/meters/bayer-contour-next-usbmeter/Overview
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Collaborative Value Architectures

TOWARDS AN EMERGENT
METHODOLOGY
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Emergent CVA Method
Revisit
customer
behaviour
for gaming

Understand customer problem in
context & psychology/ physiology
[socio-technical anthropology/
informatics]

Measure
benefits &
costs

Establish economic
costs & specify
behavioural
modification

Design rewards into
system, pilot and
implement

Consider
connectivity
devices

Design
mediating
transactions/
interventions

Evaluate potential
transactional
aggregation &
signals/ cues
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Innovation Customer Jobs Matrix
NEW JOB(S)

3. Devise product or
service innovations
that help customer
get more jobs done
– often ancillary or
related jobs

4. Devise product or
service innovations
that help new
customers do a job
that nobody is doing
yet: no product
exists

CURRENT JOB(S)

1. Devise product or
service innovations
that help customers
get a job done
better.

2. Devise product or
service innovations
that help new
customers do a job
that others are
already doing

EXISTING
CUSTOMER

NEW CUSTOMER
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Conclusions
– Mobile internet technologies can lead to new transactions
within a CVA designed to modify customer/ patient
behaviour.
– Within the life sciences context this could become the
basis for new forms of
• Predictive medicine based on longtitudinal data-fields for
(informatics) mining to understand patient behaviours
• Personalized medical services (towards high variety –low volume)
• Complementary end-to-end solution servicers where everyone
benefits within the network.

– New entrant infrastructure mediators and move toward
service payment based on non-events occurring!
– May lead to a medical iTunes/ app configuration
strategy….
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Questions?

Professor Victor Newman
knowledgeworks@aol.com
v.r.newman@gre.ac.uk
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